In this article, we study the regularity of minimizing and stationary p-harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds. The aim is obtaining Minkowski-type volume estimates on the singular set S(u) = {x s.t. u is not continuous at x}, as opposed to the weaker and non quantitative Hausdorff dimension bounds currently available in literature for generic p.
Introduction
In this article, we study the regularity of minimizing and stationary p-harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds, for p ∈ (1, ∞). That is, given two compact Riemannian manifolds M and N, where N has empty boundary, we consider the critical points of the functional
and focus on the local regularity of u. The singular set of such a function is defined as S(u) = {x ∈ M s.t. u is not continuous at x} .
Similar to the 2-harmonic case [Lin99a] we will introduce the notion of a defect measure for limits of such mappings. We will use this in conjunction with the quantitative stratification technique to prove effective Minkowski-type estimates not only on S(u), but also on the regularity scale of u (see Definition 2.9), which roughly speaking controls the regularity of u in a neighborhood of every point. As a corollary we obtain sharp integrability conditions for ∇u. See Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 for complete statements.
Definitions and Notation
For the reader's convenience, we recall the standard definitions of p-harmonic maps. Let M and N be two smooth compact Riemannian manifolds, N without boundary, and M of dimension m. We will always assume that N is isometrically embedded in some Euclidean space R n (note that n is not the dimension of N), and we will denote by W 1,p (M, N) the Sobolev space of maps u ∈ W 1,p (M, R n ) such that u(x) ∈ N a.e. in M. A map u ∈ W 1,p (M, N) is said to be a weakly p-harmonic map if it (weakly) satisfies the equation
where II is the second fundamental form of N. Equivalently, such a map has the property that for every smooth vector field ξ : M → R n with compact support
where Π is the nearest point projection on N defined on a tubular neighborhood of the manifold inside the ambient Euclidean space. If in addition, u is a critical point with respect to variations in its domain of definition, then it is called a stationary p-harmonic map. In particular, a stationary map is a weakly p-harmonic map satisfying d dt t=0 E p (u(exp x (tχ(x)))) = d dt t=0 M ∇u(exp x (tχ(x))) p dV = 0 for all smooth compactly supported χ : M → T M. Here by exp x (·) we mean the exponential map centered at x which sends T x (M) into M. If M ⊂ R m , then evidently exp x (tχ(x)) = x + tχ (x) . Note that a weakly p-harmonic map in C 1 (M, N) is necessarily stationary.
Finally, we define u to be a minimizing p-harmonic map, or more simply a p-minimizer, if u minimizes the p-energy in the class of W 1,p maps with the same trace on ∂M.
An important tool in the study of such maps is the normalized energy, defined as This quantity turns out to be monotone (or almost monotone) for stationary maps.
Throughout the paper, we will use the standard notation ⌊p⌋ to denote the integral part of a real number, i.e., the biggest integer ≤ p.
Background
The regularity of p-harmonic maps has been extensively studied in literature, in particular when p = 2. One should also be careful in separating the minimizing and the stationary case. Note that by Sobolev embedding u is continuous if p > m, making p ≤ m the only interesting case.
In [SU82] it was proved that the singular set S(u) for 2-minimizers has Hausdorff dimension at most m−3, and outside the singular set the map u is actually smooth. Their proof is based on a dimension reduction argument and on an important ǫ-regularity theorem according to which if θ(x, 2r) < ǫ(m, N), then u is smooth on B r (x). Additionally, under the additional assumption that there exist no continuous 2-minimizers u : S i → N for i = 2, · · · , k, they can improve the Hausdorff dimension estimates to m − k − 2.
For generic p 2, the situation is similar, although in this case the lack of uniform ellipticity makes C 1,α estimates the best regularity one can hope for, as opposed to smooth estimates. Indeed, in [HL87] the authors extend the ǫ-regularity theorem to this case and prove that S(u) is a set of Hausdorff dimension ≤ m − ⌊p⌋ − 1 outside of which u is C 1,α .
More recently, in [CN13b] the Hausdorff dimension estimates of [SU82] were improved to Minkowski dimension estimates in the p = 2 case. Indeed, the estimates of [CN13b] allow for the first L q estimates on the gradient and Hessian of solutions to be proved, and more importantly the first L q estimates on the regularity scale of solutions. In particular, given a 2-minimizer u : B 2 (0) → N with B 2 (0) |∇u| 2 ≤ Λ, [CN13b] shows that for every ǫ > 0 Vol(B r (S(u) ∩ B 1 (0))) ≤ C(m, N, Λ, ǫ)r 3−ǫ .
The key new ingredient for the proof in [CN13b] was the introduction of the quantitative stratification. The goal of this paper is to introduce the quantitative stratification techniques to the generic p context, and to use these results to prove similar effective estimates for p-harmonic maps between Riemannian manifolds. To do this it will be necessary for us to develop the notion of a defect measure, which will allow us to study limits of p-harmonic maps.
Indeed, note that many arguments in the proofs of these results rely on some compactness properties enjoyed by the family of p-minimizers. That is, if a sequence u i of p-minimizers converges weakly in the W 1,p sense to some u, then the convergence is actually strong and u is a p-minimizer (see [Luc88] or [Sim96, section 2.9]). Stationary maps do not enjoy this compactness property, and thus are in general worse behaved than minimizing ones. Regardless Bethuel proved in [Bet93] an ǫ-regularity theorem for stationary 2-harmonic maps. This makes it possible to estimate that H m−2 (S(u)) = 0. A sharp estimate in this case is still an interesting open problem.
The technique used by Bethuel is difficult to generalize for arbitrary p, and in fact a full-blown ǫ-regularity theorem is not available in literature. To the best of our knowledge, the most general result is the one in [TW95] , which assumes that the target space N is a homogeneous space with a left invariant metric. In this case, the authors are able to generalize the ǫ-regularity theorem and obtain as a corollary that H m−p (S(u)) = 0, where, as in the minimizing case, u is C 1,α outside of its singular set.
Just as Bethuel's result, this result is based on the duality between BMO and Hardy spaces, and on a special choice of gauge which allow to exploit this duality to conclude a polynomial decay for θ(x, r) when θ(x, 1) ≤ ǫ. However, when p 2, finding this gauge presents nontrivial technical difficulties, which are easily overcome if the target space has some special structure.
Note that similar results are available when N is a round sphere, see for example [Fuc93] , [Tak94] , [Str94] , [MY96] , [Str96] , [RS05] .
Regarding the lack of compactness for stationary maps, an interesting study has been carried out in [Lin99a] when p = 2. Given a W 1,2 weakly convergent sequence of stationary maps u i ⇀ u, one can define
where the convergence is in the weak sense of measures. The nonnegative measure ν is the defect measure, and it is clear that u i converges strongly in W 1,2 to u if and only if ν is null. In [Lin99a] , the author studies the measure-theoretical properties of the measure ν, focusing in particular on its relation with the n − 2 Hausdorff measure and its rectifiability, and via dimension reduction arguments he is able to prove that if such a measure exists, then there exists also a smooth nonconstant stationary 2-harmonic map h : S 2 → N.
Thus in case such a map did not exist, stationary maps would enjoy the same compactness properties of minimizers, and thus also the same regularity properties. This fact is used in [CHN13, corollary 1.26] to prove an estimate similar to (1) for 2-stationary maps. In this paper we will similarly introduce the defect measure for limits of stationary p-harmonic maps, and we will see it enjoys all the same properties enjoyed by the defect measure for 2-harmonic maps. We will use it as in [CHN13, corollary 1.26] to give regularity estimates for some stationary harmonic maps.
Main Results
In this article, we generalize the quantitative stratification technique introduced in [CN13b] to generic p ∈ (1, ∞), and use it to obtain regularity estimates for both minimizers and stationary maps. To do this we introduce and study the defect measure associated to a sequence of stationary p-harmonic maps.
For the sake of convenience, we will assume that the base manifold M is a smooth Riemannian manifold with
Before stating the results, we define two conditions on the target manifold N under which we will be able to obtain improved regularity results. Definition 1.1. We say that a compact manifold N satisfies condition (A) if
We say that a compact manifold N satisfies condition (B) if
Results for Minimizers
In the minimizing case, by combining the quantitative stratification with the ǫ-regularity theorem in [HL87] we obtain the following Minkowski-type estimates 
If m ≥ ⌊p⌋ + 1, then for every η > 0, there exists a constant C(m, N, Λ, p, η) such that for every r ≥ 0
Under the additional assumption (A), we can improve the result to
As a corollary of the proof, we will obtain the following integrability properties.
Corollary 1.3. Under the hypotheses of the previous theorem, for all
Moreover, under the additional assumption (A), ∇u ∈ L a+2−ǫ (B 1 (0)) with
In the borderline case m = ⌊p⌋ + 1, it is known that the singularities are isolated (see for example [SU82, HL87] ). Using a refined covering argument, we are able to improve the previous estimate to an effective finiteness of the number of singularities for the map u. This result appears to be new even if p = 2. 
Suppose that m = ⌊p⌋ + 1 or that, under the additional assumption (A), m = a + 2. Then there exists a constant C(p, N, Λ) such that
Remark 1.5. As it is evident, the lower bound on the injectivity radius and the sectional curvature of the manifold M in (2) are arbitrary. Indeed, by scaling and covering it is immediate to see that all the results in this section hold for a generic smooth manifold, up to letting C depend also on the lower bounds on curvature and injectivity radius. Remark 1.6. As mentioned before, the case m < p is not interesting since Sobolev embedding implies immediately Holder continuity, and by standard arguments one gets effective C 1,α regularity from it. The borderline case m = p is also not very difficult to deal with ([Sim96, section 3.6]). For the reader's convenience, we will briefly sketch a quick self-contained argument to prove these statements in Theorem 2.19.
Results for Stationary maps
As for the stationary case, we will start by generalizing the study of the defect measure in [Lin99a] to a generic p ∈ (1, ∞). An essential tool in this study is the ǫ-regularity theorem, and given that for p 2 such a theorem has been proved only if the target N is a compact homogeneous space with a left invariant metric (see [TW95] ), we will restrict our study to this case. It is worth noticing that the ǫ-regularity theorem is the only part where the homogeneity of N plays a role, the rest of the arguments are valid for any compact target manifold.
Using blow-ups and dimension reduction arguments, we will prove that the defect measure can be nonzero only if p is an integer and if there exists a C 1,α stationary p-harmonic map from S p to N. Thus if we assume that p is not an integer or that such a map doesn't exist, we recover all the regularity results proved in the minimizing case. In particular, we obtain 
Moreover, for all p and under the additional assumption (B), we can improve the previous estimate to
As in the minimizing case, we also prove the following integrability results.
Corollary 1.8. Under the hypotheses of the previous theorem, for all
Moreover, under the additional assumption (B), ∇u ∈ L b+2−ǫ (B 1 (0)) with
Also the estimates for the borderline case carry over immediately. 
Remark 1.10. For the sake of simplicity, we will only deal with the case u :
Given the local nature of the quantitative stratification, with simple modifications the results hold verbatim also for Riemannian manifolds with (2). The most important modifications needed for the general case will be pointed out in the study of p-minimizing maps (Section 2), while for p-stationary maps we refer to the analysis made by Lin for p = 2, see [Lin99a] , Section 5.
Sketch of the proof
In this section, we will briefly sketch the main ideas involved in the quantitative stratification. It is well known that the monotonicity of the normalized energy θ u (x, ·) implies the existence of (not necessarily unique) tangent maps for u at every point (see for example [Sim96] ). Tangent maps are necessarily homogeneous weakly harmonic maps, and one says that a tangent map is k-symmetric if it is homogeneous and invariant wrt a k-dimensional subspace of R m (for precise definitions, see Section 1.5). This allows to define a standard stratification of the domain of u based on the number of symmetries of tangent maps. More precisely, for any integer k ∈ [0, m] we define S k as the set of points x such that all tangent maps at x are not k + 1 symmetric.
In a manner similar to [CN13a] and [CN13b] , we will define a quantitative stratification which refines the standard one. Roughly speaking, for fixed r, η > 0 the quantitative stratification separates the points x based on the number of η-almost symmetries of an approximate tangent map of u at scales ≥ r; for a more precise statement see Definition 1.22.
The essential point of this paper is to prove Minkowski-type volume estimates on the quantitative strata, as opposed to the weaker Hausdorff estimates on the standard ones.
The key ideas involved in proving the estimates for the quantitative stratification are the energy decomposition, the ǫ-regularity theorem and cone-splitting.
In general, cone-splitting is the principle that, in the presence of conical structure, an object which is symmetric with respect to two distinct points automatically enjoys a higher order symmetry.
For example, in the setting of this article homogeneity with respect to a point plays the role of conical structure. A function h is said to be homogeneous wrt to a point, or equivalently 0-symmetric at a point, if it is constant on the rays through that point. It is immediate to see that if h is homogeneous with respect to two distinct points, then it is automatically constant on all lines parallel to the one joining these points.
In our terminology, we can rephrase this by saying that if a function is 0-symmetric at two distinct points, then the function is actually 1-symmetric. Using a simple compactness argument, it is possible to turn this statement into a quantitative cone-splitting for p-harmonic maps (see Proposition 2.1). Roughly speaking, we will prove that if a function is almost 0-symmetric at two reasonably distant points, then it is actually almost 1-symmetric.
The ǫ-regularity theorem provides a link between the strata S k and the singular set S(u). Indeed, we will show that if a minimizing map u is close enough in the appropriate sense to an (m−⌊p⌋)-symmetric function, then ∇u is bounded, and u does not have singular points in its domain. Equivalently, S(u) ⊂ S m−⌊p⌋−1 .
The energy decomposition will exploit this by decomposing the space B 1 (0) based on which scales u looks almost 0-symmetric. On each such piece of the decomposition, nearby points automatically either force higher order symmetries or an improved covering of the space. By the ǫ-regularity theorem, if a function has enough approximate symmetries then it is regular, and thus we obtain a good covering of the singular set in each piece of the decomposition. The final theorem is obtained by noting that, thanks to the monotonicity properties of the normalized energy, there are far fewer pieces to the decomposition than might apriori seem possible.
The volume estimates on the singular points are an easy corollary of the estimates on the quantitative strata and a ǫ-regularity type theorems from [SU82, HL87] for the minimizing case, and from [Bet93, TW95] for the stationary one. Note that in the stationary case and for generic p, the ǫ-regularity theorem has been proved only for homogeneous target manifolds. For this reason, we will restrict our study to this setting.
Regularity scale Actually the main estimates will not just be on S(u), but on B r (u), an even bigger set. Indeed, we will be able to bound not only the size of the singular points, but also the size of the points where the gradient is big. Since the precise definition of B r (u) is rather technical (see 2.11), here we only point out that
Since the techniques described above are quantitative in nature, it should not be surprising that we are able to obtain these kind of quantitative results.
By using a refined covering, we will also improve the estimates in the case of isolated singularities and obtain a definite bound on the number of singular points.
Preliminary properties
In this section we recall some of the basic properties related to normalized energy and homogeneous maps. Definition 1.11. For u ∈ W 1,p (B 1 (0), N), and for all x, r such that B r (x) ⊂ B 1 (0), define
A crucial property of stationary (and thus also of minimizing) p-harmonic maps is the monotonicity of θ(x, r) wrt r. The monotonicity follows from this well-known first variational formula (see for example [Lin99a, eq. 1.3]).
Proposition 1.12. Let u be a stationary p-harmonic map u
Proposition 1.13. Let u be a stationary p-harmonic map u : B 1 (0) ⊂ R m → N, then the normalized p-energy is monotone nondecreasing in r. In particular for a.e. r > 0:
Remark 1.14. If u is defined on a Riemannian manifold, then θ(x, r) is not monotone but only "almost" monotone in the following sense: there exists a constant C depending on m, N and p such that e Cr θ(x, r) is monotone for all r ≤ inj(M). See [HL87, section 7] for details in the minimizing case (the stationary case is completely analogous). This version of almost monotonicity is enough for all our purposes.
As it is clear from equation (4), the normalized energy is very much related to homogeneous maps, of which we recall the definition here. Definition 1.15. We say that h ∈ W 1,p (R m , N) is a homogeneous function of degree zero wrt the origin if for a.e. λ > 0 and x ∈ R m :
or equivalently if ∂h ∂n = 0. We say that h is a k-symmetric function if h is homogeneous of degree zero and there exists a subspace V of R m of dimension k such that
for a.e. x ∈ R m and y ∈ V. Remark 1.16. For simplicity, from now on we will use the terms 0-symmetric, homogeneous and homogeneous of degree zero as equivalent.
Evidently, h is m-symmetric if and only if it is a.e. constant. Remark 1.17. By simple considerations, it is easy to see that the class of homogeneous functions h : R m → N is closed in the L p topology for any p < ∞. Moreover, if h is homogeneous wrt the points {x i }, then h is symmetric wrt the affine space spanned by these points.
We define also almost homogeneous functions according to their closeness to homogeneous functions. Before doing so, we define the blow-ups T u x,r . Definition 1.18. For x ∈ B 1 (0) and r ≤ 1, define T u x,r :
For ease of notation we will write T x,r instead of T u x,r when no ambiguity is possible.
Remark 1.19. In case M is a Riemannian manifold, it is natural to replace the Euclidean blow-up with the one given by the exponential map. In particular, in this case we would define T u x,r :
Remark 1.20 (Scale invariance). From the definition of normalized energy, it is immediate to see that θ is scale-invariant. In other words
With this definition, we can define the strata S k η,r by:
Minimizing maps
The aim of this chapter is to prove the volume estimates on the strata S k η,r for p-minimizers, and use them to prove regularity results. We start by proving a quantitative cone-splitting theorem (one could call it an "almost" cone-splitting).
Cone-splitting theorem
The cone-splitting theorem is the quantitative version of Remark 1.17. Using a simple compactness argument, we see that if u is almost symmetric with respect to a set of points, and if this set of points "almost spans" a k dimensional space, then u is almost k symmetric. 
then there exists a k-dimensional plane V such that
where B r (S ) = {x s.t. d(x, S ) < r} is the tubular neighborhood of radius r around the set S .
Proof. For convenience, we fix x = 0 and r = 1. Suppose by contradiction that the proposition is false. Then for each fixed η and τ, we can find a sequence of p minimizing maps u i and a sequence of points x 
The almost homogeneity properties of u i imply that u is homogeneous with respect to all x j on B 2 (x j ) ⊃ B 1 (0), and thus it is k + 1 symmetric on B 1 (0). Since u i converges to u, for i sufficiently large u i has to be (k + 1, η, 1, 0) symmetric, which is a contradiction.
Energy pinching and almost homogeneity
An immediate consequence of the monotonicity property (or better, of equation (4)), is that if θ u (x, r 1 ) = θ u (x, r 2 ), then u is homogeneous wrt x on the annulus B r 2 (x)\ B r 1 (x). By a simple compactness argument, we can prove that if the normalized energy is sufficiently pinched, i.e. if θ(x, r) − θ(x, χr) is small enough, then u is almost homogeneous. This gives a very powerful characterization of almost homogeneous functions, specially given the monotonicity of θ. Indeed, if we consider a sequence of scales r k = χ −k , by monotonicity only for a bounded number of k the difference θ(x, r k ) − θ(x, r k+1 ) can be big. This proves that, for each x, p-minimizers are almost homogeneous wrt x at all but a bounded number of scales.
Theorem 2.2. Let u be a p-minimizer with B
Proof. Given the scale-invariant nature of this statement, we can assume without loss of generality that x = 0 and r = 1. Consider a sequence of p-minimizers u i with B 2 (0) |∇u i | p ≤ Λ and
By weak compactness, we can assume that u i (sub)converges weakly in W 1,p (B 1 (0)) to some u. In order to prove that u is homogeneous, consider that u i are p-minimizers. Thus u i converge strongly to u, and in particular θ u 0 (r) is constant for r ∈ (0, 1). Thus u is homogeneous on B 1 (0).
Alternatively, one can use an argument similar to the proof of [SU82, Lemma 2.5] to prove the homogeneity of the tangent map.
In case of a Riemannian manifold, the previous statement needs to be tweaked a little. Indeed, the limit function u in the previous proof is defined on B 1 (0) ⊂ T x (M) and it minimizes the p-energy with respect to the metric on the manifold, not with respect to the standard Euclidean metric. Moreover, since θ in this case is only almost monotone, u need not be homogeneous. For these reasons, we also need r in the previous theorem to be effectively small, so that the geodesic ball B r (0) is close enough to the Euclidean ball with the same radius.
Proof. The proof proceeds as in the Euclidean case. In particular, by contradiction we build a sequence u i which minimize the Riemannian p-energy on B i −1 (0). By the almost monotonicity of θ, and by the assumptions (2), the sequence T i = T Remark 2.4. Since r 0 depends only on m, N, Λ, p, the extra assumption r ≤ r 0 does not change in a significant way any of the volume estimates we want to prove.
ǫ-regularity theorem
The last important ingredient needed for the proof of our main theorems is the so-called ǫ-regularity theorem for p-minimizers. This theorem states that if u is close enough to a constant in the L p sense, then u is regular. More precisely we have
Theorem 2.5 (ǫ-regularity theorem). [HL87, Corollary 2.7, Theorem 3.1] Let u be a p-minimizing map
where w is any fixed point w ∈ N, then f is (1, α)-Holder continuous on B 1 (0) and
The authors is [HL87] use the ǫ-regularity theorem and the monotonicity of θ to prove that the Hausdorff dimension of S(u) is bounded above by m − ⌊p⌋ − 1. In particular, this implies that all m − ⌊p⌋ symmetric p-minimizers are constant. Using this and a simple compactness argument, we can improve the ǫ-regularity theorem to the following version. 
Proof. This theorem follows from the previous one and an easy compactness argument. Suppose by contradiction that this theorem is false. Then there exists a sequence of p-minimizing maps u i and a sequence of m − ⌊p⌋ symmetric maps h i such that
Given the compactness of N, h i has a subsequence which converges strongly in L p (B 1 (0)) to an m − ⌊p⌋ symmetric function h. Moreover, u i has a subsequence which converges strongly in W 1,p (B 1 (0)) to a pminimizer u.
Thus h = u is an m − ⌊p⌋ symmetric p-minimizer, which is necessarily constant by [HL87] . The previous theorem then ensures that u i converges to h also in the sense of C 1,α/2 , and this concludes the proof. Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exists such a map h with a singularity, and let S be its invariant subspace of dimension ≥ m − a − 1. By invariance, the map h induces a minimizing maph : R a+1 → N. If the origin is the only isolated singularity ofh, then it is immediate to obtain a continuous p-minimizing map h : S a → N, which is trivial by assumption, thus h would be constant.
We finish the proof by induction. If h has a singularity at x S , then by the ǫ-regularity theorem θ h (x, 0) > ǫ. Let h ′ be a tangent map at x, thus h ′ is a nonconstant minimizing map which is easily seen to be invariant both with respect to S and with respect to the subspace generated by x. In other words h ′ is (m − a)-symmetric. By the previous argument, h ′ induces a minimizing map from R a to N, and this map cannot have an isolated singularity at the origin. If this map had other singularities, by induction we would obtain a minimizing map with one more symmetry. Since m − ⌊p⌋ symmetric maps are necessarily constant, the proof is finished.
Regularity scale
Given the scale-invariant properties of the problem we are focusing on, it is convenient to define some scale-invariant quantities measuring the regularity of the function u.
Definition 2.9. Let α = α(m, N, p) > 0 be the one given by Theorem 2.6. We define the scale-invariant norm u x,r of u at the point x at scale r as
We define also the regularity scale by 
We can restate the ǫ-regularity theorem in the following form. 
Then there exists a positive ǫ = ǫ(m, N, Λ, p) such that, for all r ≤ 1,
Under the additional assumption (A), we can improve the previous result to
Proof. The inclusion S(u) ∩ B 1 (0) ⊂ B r (u) ∩ B 1 (0) is immediate, while the inclusion
is just a scale-invariant form of Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7.
Volume estimates on the strata
By applying the quantitative stratification technique (see [CN13b] ), we now prove effective volume bounds on the singular strata S η,r . In the next section, we will see how these bounds imply effective regularity estimates on the map u. Proof of Theorem 2.13. Since we have a covering of S k η,γ j ∩ B 1 (0) by balls of radius γ j , it is easy to get a covering of B γ j S k η,γ j ∩ B 1 (0). In fact it is sufficient to double the radius of the original balls. Now it is evident that:
where ω m is the volume of the m-dimensional unit ball. By plugging in the simple rough estimates
and using the definition of γ, we obtain the desired result.
Proof of the Decomposition Lemma
Now we turn to the proof of the Decomposition Lemma. In order to do this, we define a new quantity which measures the non-homogeneity of u at a certain scale. Given u as in Theorem 2.13 and ǫ > 0, we divide the set B 1 (0) into two subsets according to the behaviour of the points with respect to their quantitative symmetry. In particular, define
Next, to each point x ∈ B 1 (0) we associate a j-tuple T j (x) of numbers {0, 1} in such a way that the i-th entry of T j (x) (which will be denoted by T j i (x)) is 1 if x ∈ H γ i ,ǫ (u), and zero otherwise. Then, for each fixed j-tupleT j , set:
Also, we denote by T j−1 , the ( j − 1)-tuple obtained from T j by dropping the last entry, and set T j to be number of 1 in the j-tuple T j , i.e., T j (x) = j i=1 T j i (x). We will build the families {C k η,γ a } by induction on a = 0, · · · , j in the following way. For a = 0, {C k η,γ 0 } consists of the single ball B 1 (0).
Induction step
For fixed a ≤ j, suppose that by induction we have already built the family C k η,γ a−1 , and consider all the 2 a a-tuplesT a . Label the sets of balls in the family {C k η,γ a } by all the possible a-tupleT a . We will build C k η,γ a (T a ) inductively as follows. For each ball
Note that it is possible that for some a-tupleT a , the set E(T a ) is empty, and in this case {C k η,γ a (T a )} is the empty set. Now we need to prove that the minimal covering satisfies points 1 and 2 in Lemma 2.14. We will do this in the next three lemmas.
Remark 2.15. For the moment let ǫ > 0 be an arbitrary fixed small quantity. Its value will be chosen in order to apply Proposition 2.1 with η as in the statement of Theorem 2.13 and τ = 10 −1 γ.
Point 1 in Lemma
As we will see below, we can use the monotonicity of θ to prove that for everyT j , E(T j ) is empty if T j ≥ D. Since for every j there are at most j D ≤ j D choices of j-tuples which do not satisfy such a property, the first point will be proved.
Lemma 2.16. There exists D = D(ǫ, γ, m, N, Λ, p) such that E(T j ) is empty if
Proof. For s < r, we set
If (s i , r i ) are disjoint intervals with max{r i } ≤ 1/3, then by monotonicity of θ
Let χ = χ(m, N, Λ, p, ǫ) be given by Theorem 2.2 and let A ∈ N be such that γ A ≤ χ. Consider intervals of the form (γ i−1 /5, γ i+A−1 /5) for i = 1, 2, ...∞. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a δ independent of x such that
in particular x ∈ L γ i ,ǫ , so that, if i ≤ j, the i-th entry of T j is necessarily zero. By equation (5), there can be only a finite number of i's such that W γ i−1 /5,γ i+A−1 /5 (x) > δ, and this number D is bounded by:
This completes the proof.
Point 2 in Lemma
The proof of the second point in Lemma 2.14 is mainly based on Proposition 2.1. In particular, for fixed k and η in the definition of S k η,γ j , ǫ is chosen in such a way that Proposition 2.1 can be applied with τ = 10 −1 γ. Then we can restate the lemma as follows:
Proof. First of all, note that sinceT j a = 0, all the points in E(T j ) are in L ǫ,γ a (u). The set G is contained in B 10 −1 γ a (V k ) ∩ B γ a−1 (x) for some k-dimensional subspace V k . Indeed, if there were a point x ∈ G, such that x B 10 −1 γ a (V k )∩ B γ a−1 (x), then by Proposition 2.1 (applied with τ = 10 −1 γ and r = 10 −1 γ a−1 ) the map u would be (k + 1, η, 10 −1 γ a−1 , x)-symmetric. Since 10 −1 γ a−1 > γ j , this contradicts x ∈ S k η,γ j . It is standard geometry that V k ∩ B γ a−1 (x) can be covered by c 0 (m)γ −k balls of radius 9 10 γ a , and by the triangle inequality it is evident that the same balls with radius γ a cover the whole set G. Proof. Fix a sequenceT j and consider the set C k η,γ j (T j ). By Lemma 2.16, we can assume that T j ≤ D, otherwise there is nothing to prove since C k η,γ j (T j ) would be empty. Consider that for each step a, ifT j a = 0, in order to get a (minimal) covering of
If insteadT
, we require at most (c 0 γ −k ) balls of radius γ a . IfT j a = 1, we need (c 1 γ m ) balls. Since the latter situation can occur at most D times, the proof is complete.
Regularity estimates
In this section, we collect the main theorems for minimizing maps. As anticipated in the introduction, we obtain estimates not only on the singular set, but also quantitative estimates on the regularity scale and, as a corollary, sharp integrability conditions for the minimizers u.
First of all, we stress that the regularity properties of the minimizers strongly depend on p and m. For example, it is well known that if m ≤ ⌊p⌋, then all p-minimizers have no singular points, and thus are C 1,α functions. Moreover, as shown in [Sim96, section 3.6], one can prove that there exist uniform C 1,α bounds on u depending only on m, Λ, N.. In the following theorem, we give a short proof of this statement.
Theorem 2.19. If m ≤ ⌊p⌋, then there exists a constant C(p, Λ, N) such that
B 2 (0) |∇u| p ≤ Λ =⇒ ∇u C 0,α (B 1 (0)) ≤ C .
Under the additional assumption (A), if m ≤ a + 1, then there exists a constant C(p, Λ, N) and an exponent α(m, N, p) > 0 such that
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, there exist ǫ and α such that if u is (0, ǫ, r, x) symmetric, then u x,r ≤ 1. By Theorem 2.2, we can rephrase this last property as follows: there exist δ, χ > 0 such that
Now we argue in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 2.16. Consider the sequence of scales r k = χ k . By monotonicity, there exists a K(p, Λ, N) < ∞ such that θ(x, r k ) − θ(x, r k+1 ) ≤ δ for some 0 ≤ k ≤ K. This implies that u x,r K ≤ 1, and thus we obtain the desired bounds. Using Corollary 2.7 instead of Theorem 2.6, we prove the second statement.
Naturally, the interesting case is when m ≥ ⌊p⌋ + 1. As a corollary of the estimates obtained in the previous section, we can prove the main theorem. 
Moreover, under the additional assumption (A), we can improve the previous estimate to
This theorem is a corollary of the estimates in Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.13. With this estimate, it is immediate to prove the following sharp integrability theorem. Moreover, under the additional assumption (A), ∇u ∈ L a+2−ǫ (B 1 (0)) with
Proof. The proof is an immediate corollary of the regularity scale estimates. Indeed, let η = ǫ/2 > 0 and consider that for all r > 0 we have by (7)
This immediately gives the desired integral estimates on |∇u|.
Note that the integrability is sharp. Indeed, consider the map u : (B 1 (0) ). Thus we cannot improve the integrability to ⌊p⌋ + 1.
Improved regularity for m = ⌊p⌋ + 1
In this section, we focus on the special case m = ⌊p⌋ + 1 (or m = a + 2 under the additional assumptions (A)). In this situation, it is known that singular points are isolated (see for example [HL87] ). We improve this result to an effective finiteness, which is new even in the case p = 2. The next lemma describes the property that makes this case special. Proof. We will only deal with the case m = ⌊p⌋ + 1, the other being completely analogous. Moreover, by scale and translation invariance, we can assume that x = 0 and r = 1. Consider by contradiction a sequence of minimizers u i which are (0, η, 1, 0)-symmetric and such that
|∇u| 2 ≤ 2 n−2 Λ, and let x i be a singular point of u i inside the annulus B 1 (0) \ B 1/2 (0). By passing to a subsequence, we can assume that u i → u in the strong W 1,p sense and that x i → x, where x is a singular point for u. Since u is a homogeneous minimizing map, and since m = ⌊p⌋ + 1, it cannot have a singular point away from the origin.
As an immediate corollary, we can prove that all points in S(u) are isolated.
Lemma 2.23. Under the hypothesis of the previous lemma, the singular points of u are locally finite.
Proof. Given the monotonicity of θ, for each x there exists an r x such that
Then by applying the previous lemma to all r ≤ r x , we obtain that u is continuous on B r x (x) \ {x}. This proves that the S(u) is an isolated close set, thus locally finite.
By refining this lemma, we prove a uniform upper bound on the number of singular points. 
Proof. Consider the sequence of scales r k = 2 −k . By an argument similar to the one in Lemma 2.16, for each fixed x there exists at most C(p, Λ, N) "bad scales", i.e., scales for which u is not continuous on A r k (x). For any fixed u, the number of singular points in B 1 (0) is finite by the previous lemma. Let S 0 be this number, we will prove by induction a uniform upper bound on S 0 .
Induction step Define T i to be an infinite vector of zeros and ones, and let
For i = 1, consider all the balls of radius 2 −1 centered at x ∈ S(u) ∩ B 1 (0), and refine this covering of S(u) by considering only a maximal subcovering such that B 2 −2 (x j ) are disjoint. By simple volume estimates the number of balls in this covering is at most c(m).
Consider a ball in this covering that contains the largest number of singular points, say B 2 −1 (x 1 ), containing S 1 singular points. If S 1 = S 0 ≡ #S(u), equivalently if B 2 −1 (x 1 ) contains all the singular points, then set T 1 = 0, otherwise set T 1 = 1. In this second case,
Moreover there exists y 1 ∈ S(u) ∩ B 1 (0) \ B 2 −1 (x 1 ). Thus for each z ∈ B 2 −1 (x 1 ), either x 1 or y 1 are in B 2 (z) \ B 1 4 (z). We repeat the process by covering B 2 −i (x i ) ∩ S(u) with balls of radius 2 −i−1 . Since singular points are finite, in a finite numberī of steps we obtain S¯i = 1, hence we stop. Evidently we have the estimate:
In order to get a bound on |T |, consider the singular point x¯i. If T (i) = 1, then by construction there exists a singular point z i such that
The bound on the number of bad scales ensures that |T | ≤ 3C(p, Λ, N). This concludes the proof.
Stationary maps
The study of the regularity of p-stationary harmonic maps is a little more complicated than in the minimizing case. There are two important differences: first of all, a sequence of p-stationary maps which is W 1,p weakly convergent may not converge strongly (as opposed to the minimizing case). For this reason, we generalize the study of the defect measure carried out in [Lin99a] . It is worth mentioning also the work [Lin99b] , where the author studies the regularity of a class of pminimizing functions. Some of the results available in this article are similar to the results we get here, for example the fact that the defect measure can be nonzero only if p is an integer.
Moreover, in the stationary case a full-blown ǫ-regularity theorem like 2.5 has not been proved yet, even though it seems very plausible to be valid. Note that, only for p = 2, this problem has been completely solved by Bethuel in [Bet93] (see also [RS08] ), however the gauge techniques used in these papers are not easily adapted for generic p.
ǫ-regularity theorem
Some partial results are available in literature under stricter assumptions. For example, see [Fuc93] , [Tak94] , [Str94] , [MY96] , [Str96] , [RS05] . In [Tak94] an ǫ-regularity theorem is proved assuming that the target the standard sphere, and in [RS05] under the strong assumption that the map is W 2,p . To the best of our knowledge, the most general result in this direction is the following, which assumes homogeneity of the target space. As an immediate corollary, we can obtain also estimates on the (scale-invariant) C 1,α norm of u. Proof. The proof is obtained through a simple contradiction and compactness argument.
Using a simple covering argument (see [EG92, section 2.4.3]), we can obtain the following regularity theorem. 
where the convergence is weak in the sense of measure. Evidently, in such a situation there can be no uniform upper bound on |∇u i |.
However, one can easily tweak the previous argument to get effective C 1,α away from a set of Minkowski dimension m − p. Proof. The theorem is an easy consequence of the inclusion
Let B r (x i ) be pairwise disjoint balls with centers in B r (u) such that B r (u) ⊂ i B 5r (x i ). Then the number N of such balls is bounded above by
and the thesis follows immediately.
The example before shows that this result is in some sense sharp. The aim of the following sections is to prove that the following result can be improved if p is not an integer, or else if there exists no continuous nonconstant stationary p-harmonic map from S p into N.
Since stationary m-harmonic maps into symmetric targets are regular if the domain has dimension m, the following theorem about removable singularities should not be surprising. 
The defect measure
As we have seen, weak convergence of stationary maps does not imply strong convergence. The defect measure studied in [Lin99a] gives a quantitative tool to measure how far the convergence is from being strong. In this section we study some of the properties of the defect measure. Most of the results are easy generalizations of the equivalent results available in [Lin99a, section 1] for the p = 2 case, thus sometimes we will refer the reader to this article for the proofs.
The aim of this section is to show that the defect measure is absolutely continuous wrt the H m−p Hausdorff measure, and that it satisfies all the properties needed in order to apply the Federer's dimension reduction argument (see [Sim83, Appendix A]).
Remark 3.7. Throughout this section the ǫ-regularity theorem 3.1 will be an essential tool. Thus we will always assume to work with p-stationary maps u : B 3 (0) → N, where the target space N is a compact homogeneous manifold with a left invariant metric.
Let H(Λ) be the set of stationary p-harmonic maps u : B 2 (0) → N such that θ u (x, 2) ≤ Λ for all x ∈ B 1 (0), and H(Λ) be its weak closure in the W 1,p sense (recall that in this case the weak closure coincides with the weak sequential closure). Since θ(x, 2) ≤ (3/2) m−p θ(0, 3), it is easy to see that
Consider a sequence u i ∈ H(Λ) and the corresponding sequence of measures |∇u i | p dV. Given the uniform bound on the p-energies of u i , up to passing to a subsequence, we can write that u i ⇀ u in the weak W 1,p sense, and also that |∇u i | p dV ⇀ dµ in the sense of weak convergence of measures. Note that by Fatou's lemma we can write
where ν, a nonnegative Radon measure, is defined to be the defect measure. Let M(Λ) be the set of Radon measures dµ which can be obtained in this way. Note that M(Λ) is closed under weak convergence in the sense of measures.
Following the study of the defect measure in [Lin99a] , we generalize the results of this article to generic p ∈ (1, ∞), and not only p = 2. Since all the proofs in this section are similar to the ones in [Lin99a] , we will sketch only the more complex ones. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on standard covering arguments and the monotonicity of the normalized p-energy for stationary harmonic maps, which in turn easily yields the monotonicity of the quantity θ µ (x, r) = r p−m dµ(B r (x)). In the following, we sketch the main arguments in the proof. For more details, we refer the reader to [Lin99a, Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.6]. Point (1) follows easily from the ǫ-regularity theorem. Indeed, if x Σ, then there exists a positive r x such that θ µ (x, 2r x ) < ǫ. This implies that u i has uniform C 1,α bounds on B r x (x), and thus B r x (x) ∩ Σ = ∅.
The uniform volume bound can be obtained by the same covering argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
As for point (3), if x ∈ B 1 (0) \ Σ, then the uniform C 1,α bounds given by the ǫ-regularity theorem imply that u i converge in the C 1 sense to u. Thus u is C 1,α around x and x supp(ν) ∪ sing(u). On the other hand, if x ∈ Σ \ sing(u), then there exists a radius r x small enough such that for all s ≤ r x , s p−m Suppose also that for some r i → 0,
Then both µ and ν are homogeneous measures, meaning that
where the measure σ is invariant wrt r, and ∂ r u = 0 for a.e. r ∈ (0, ∞).
Proof. Consider the measures |∇u
. By the monotonicity formula, the limit function u is homogeneous because ∂ r u = 0 a.e. away from the origin. Thus µ is homogeneous if and only if ν is homogeneous. We want to prove that for almost every r, R, and every smooth test function φ :
In order to do that, let ψ a standard mollifier, i.e., let ψ be a function such that supp(ψ) ⊂ [−1, 1], ψ ≥ 0 and R ψ = 1.
For a > ǫ, define the functions
Note that, for a.e. r ∈ (0, ∞),
In order to prove that dσ(r, θ) is invariant wrt r, we will show that its derivative in r is zero, at least in a weak sense. Consider that
Set for simplicity ϕ(r, θ) = ψ a,ǫ (r)φ(θ), and consider the vector field (which is smooth for ǫ < a)
By equation (3),
Thus we obtain that, for a.e. s, t > 0,
Let τ a be a translation in the radial coordinate by a. This implies that for every a:
Thus we have proved the invariance of the measure dσ, and in turn the homogeneity of dµ and dν.
This lemma will play a crucial role in proving a generalization of Theorem 2.6 for stationary functions and in the dimension reduction properties of the space M(Λ) explained in the following section.
Dimension reduction arguments
In this section, we show that the dimension reduction argument proved in [Sim83, Theorem A.4 ] can be applied to the measures in M(Λ). As a corollary, we will prove that if p is not an integer, then there cannot be any defect measure, and if p is an integer, M(Λ) contains a constant multiple of
Definition 3.10. Given µ ∈ M(Λ), y ∈ B 1 (0) and r ≤ 2, we define the Radon measure
It is clear from the definition that µ y,r ∈ M(Λ) for every r > 0 sufficiently small, and since M(Λ) is closed under weak convergence of measure, given any sequence r k → 0, there always exists a subsequence such that µ y,r k i ⇀ µ y,0 ∈ M(Λ) (note that µ y,0 may depend on the sequence r k i ). 
Remark 3.13. Note that properties 1 to 5 coincide with properties A.1, A.2 and A.3 in [Sim83] .
Proof. Properties 1 and 3 follow directly from the definitions given above, while property 4 is an easy consequence of the definition of π(µ) = Σ given in Theorem 3.8.
Property 2 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.9 and the monotonicity of θ. First of all, observe that
is a monotone nondecreasing quantity for all µ ∈ M(Λ). Moreover θ µ (x, r) = θ µ x,r (0, 1), and thus θμ(0, r) = θμ(0, 0) for all r > 0. Consider a sequence of functions w i ∈ H(Λ) such that |∇w i | p dV ⇀μ. The weak convergence implies that for all ǫ and r > 0
In other words, for every r > 0 lim i→∞ θ w i (0, 1) − θ w i (0, r) = 0, and property 2 follows directly from Lemma 3.9.
As for property 5, the proof is a simple application of the ǫ-regularity theorem. Let µ i be a sequence of measures in M(Λ), and consider the sequence of compact sets π(µ i ). By Hausdorff compactness principle, up to passing to a subsequence, π(µ i ) → E, where E is a closed set and the convergence is the Hausdorff convergence in R m . This in particular implies that for every ǫ > 0, there existsk(ǫ) such that for k ≥k:
We are left to prove that E ⊂ π(µ). Let x ∈ E, then there exists a sequence x i ∈ π(µ i ) such that x i → x in the usual Euclidean sense. By definition of π(µ), θ µ i (x, 0) > ǫ, and by monotonicity of θ, for all r > 0 and for all i,
This immediately implies that for all δ > 0 and for all r > 0:
Thus we can conclude that θμ(x, 0) > 0 ⇐⇒ θμ(x, 0) > ǫ, and thus x ∈ π(μ).
As an application of this lemma, we can apply the dimension reduction argument in [Sim83, Appendix A] and prove that if there exists a nonzero defect measure, then M(Λ) contains a measure µ which is exactly a constant multiple of the m − p Hausdorff measure on an m − p dimensional subspace of R m . As a corollary, we obtain that there cannot be any nonzero defect measure if p is not an integer.
If p is an integer By applying induction on d to the previous argument, we can find a measure µ ∈ M with an invariant set S of dimension d = m − p containing only singular points. Note that the singular set Σ of µ coincides with S . Indeed, S ⊂ Σ, and if there existed some x ∈ Σ \ S , then we could apply the blow-up arguments discussed above to obtain a homogeneous measure µ ′ ∈ M with invariant subspace S ′ of dimension d + 1 with S ′ ⊂ Σ ′ , which is impossible. Now consider a sequence u i ∈ H(Λ) with |∇u i | p dV ⇀ dµ and u i ⇀ u in the weak W 1,p sense. It is easy to see that for every ǫ, r > 0 and every x ∈ S :
Thus for each x ∈ S , there exists a sequence r k → 0 such that θ u k (x, 1) − θ u k (x, r k ) → 0. By Lemma 3.9, both u and the defect measure ν are homogeneous wrt every point x ∈ S , and thus S is an invariant set for both u and dν.
In particular, u induces a homogeneous p-harmonic map u : R p \ {0} → N with finite p-energy. By the removable singularity Theorem 3.6, u can be extended to a C 1,α map on the whole R p . Moreover, since this map is continuous and homogeneous, it has to be constant.
As for the measure dν, its support must be the invariant subspace S , and thus dν(A) = cH m−p (A ∩ S ), where c is either 0 or some constant > ǫ.
Defect measure and p-harmonic spheres for integer p
Here we study the case where p is an integer, following the analysis made by Lin in [Lin99a] .
We want to show that Remark 3.16. As the referee pointed out to us, this proposition has already been proved in [Wan02] , where the author studies limits of solutions to the generalized Ginzburg-Landau functional. Also in this article, the technique is based on [Lin99a] . For the sake of completeness, here we present a similar proof.
Proof. Let w i be one of the sequences of maps in H(Λ) given by Proposition 3.14, such that w i ⇀ const 
Accordingly, the monotonicity formula (1.13) gives
where ∂ n k is the exterior normal derivative with respect to the point x k . For any k = 1, · · · , (m − p), it is easy to see that for all f :
Fix any r > 0, then In a similar way, we can estimate the third integral. Since r > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain that for every k = 1, · · · , (m − p)
We now proceed as in in 
, ∀0 < δ < δ(i), ∀X 2 ∈ B p (0, 1/2).
Then for i large enough we can find a sequence {δ i } of positive numbers, δ i → 0 as i → ∞, such that max
Moreover the maximum is achieved at some X i 2 ∈ B p (0, 1/4), since otherwise for all i large enough (such that δ i < 1/8), 
From (16) we deduce that 
Regularity estimates
As we have seen, an important difference between stationary and minimizing maps is that a weakly convergent sequence of stationary maps need not converge strongly, while this is true in the minimizing case. However, by analyzing the defect measure, we have concluded that This lemma allows us to reproduce all the results studied in the minimizing case, in particular Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.6, 2.7. Thus, under these assumptions, stationary p-harmonic maps enjoy the same regularity properties of minimizing maps. 
Moreover, for any p under the additional assumption (B), we can improve the previous estimate to
Vol (B r (S(u)) ∩ B 1 (0)) ≤ Vol (B r (B r (u)) ∩ B 1 (0)) ≤ Cr b+2−η .
As in the minimizing case, we get the following sharp integrability results. Also the improved covering arguments of Section 2.7 carry over immediately to the stationary case. 
